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Overcome of radiophobia
in conditions of pre-election campaign
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Radiophobia is a fear before the radiation. This fear is caused by a
phobia to everything connected to the phenomenon of radioactivity, use of
radioactive substances in the nuclear science.

Today the radiophobia has seized broad masses of the population. But
this phenomenon can not be called a new one. The phobia of radiation has
appeared amost at once after the phenomenon of radioactivity and detection
of unfavorable effect of radiation, i.e. over a century back.. But then the
people have invented indispensable means of guard and safety measures.

The end of 40th became the following crisis moment in development of
the radiophobia. It was stipulated by creation of an atomic bomb, explosions
in Japanese cities Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and a little later by appearance
of nuclear weapons in the Soviet Uion, in the state, which in the period of
11cool war" was called not differently as "empire of evil".

With the beginning of a nuclear energy use in peaceful purposes the
wave of radiophobia has abated for some time. But in 1986 there was an
accident at the Chernobyl NPP. And it was the third rise of the radiophobia
phenomenon. Maybe, the most powerful and long-time. With its fatal
consequences, if to speak about activity of the enterprise "Radon", we are
faced nowadays.

Let me to remind, that Moscow "Radon" is the enterprise, which is
located in Moscow and Sergiev Posad (not far from Moscow). "Radon" is
engaged in the collecting, transportation, reprocessing and disposal of
radioactive waste.

The phenomenon of radiophobia became a severe ipact for many
enterprises in Russia. The construction of new NPP, the second sequential
queue of the enterprise on reprocessing nuclear fuel was stalled, there were
antinuclear demonstrations of "greens", and the heaviest impact became that
during one of them a brick was thrown into the director of local NPP.

The experts of MosNPO "Radon" have confronted the radiophobia at the
end of 80th and the beginning of 90th, in the period of making democracy in
Russia. In this period a lot of information on radiation failures and accidents
has fallen onto a smple philistine. In main it was an information about the
incidents which have occurred even in the totalitarian Russia and being
before completely secret. The modern information was given by Mass Media
in the exaggerated hysterical form and only aggravated the radiophobous
moods.
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The experts of enterprise had to begin work with the population to
change public opinion for the benefit of "Radon". Since then fluctuations of a
radiophobia level in the region of our enterprise location have acquired
particular logical nature.

The first stage of radiophobia rise in the region of "Radon" location in
Sergiev Posad region was came on the second half eightieth, i.e. in period of
perestroyka It was a post-Chernobyl stage and it was characterized by two
moments. The first moment, that part of inhabitants of district, which did
not know yet about the vicinity of "Radon", suddenly has found out about it
from the reports in Mass Media and talks in the urban bus. The second one,
the people have unexpectedly discovered that this theme can be freely
discussed and even cticized and to make protest demarches.

This time in the Soviet press the first articles about activity of "Radon"
have appeared. The experts of our enterprise preformed the part of them.
Naturally, they contained more competent information.

The following stage of radiophobia around "Radon" was artificially
aroused. It was provoked by candidates in Russian Parliament Duma) and
has came, in main, on the pre-election campaign in 1990-1991. Some
candidates promised to stop the activity of "Radon". There were attempts to
organize pickets on roads. Fortunately or unfortunately, having come in the
parliament such deputies (parliamentarians) have overlooked about the
promises, as well as about other their promises.

We have already been preparing beforehand for the next pre-election
campaign in the middle of 90th. It was apparent, that each pre-election
campaign brings to us a substantial danger. The gambling in the attitude of
((Radon)) was possible from candidates for parliamentarians. But this
campaign has passed more even and quietly. Mainly because there were no
facts of radiation failures and accidents in the activity of "Radon". And still
because the economic situation in Russia has worsened and ecological
problems came to the second plan for the population.

Now we experience the next pre-election campaign. "Radon" was not
exposed to severe attacks. Let's try to make analysis why. The observation
display: region ecologists have taken the policy of wait-and-see, realizing the
monitoring of the enterprise activity. But we also conducted a counter work
in the range of "public relations". The department on public relations of
"Radon" actively cooperates to the regional press. We deliver the reliable
information, avoiding provocative themes and moments of
misunderstanding. As a result the journalists are objective to the activity of
"Radon", helping to stop the publications of hysterical nature.

We also take into account, that Russian people are mistrustful and love
to recollect a saying "Better once to see, than hundred times to hear".
Therefore we have begun to organize excursions to the polygon, where the
repositories of radioactive waste are disposed. Believe me, it is very difficult
for the closed before enterprise. But recently the journalists, doctors,
teacher, trade-union representatives and other visitors have come to our
enterprise.
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It was not very easy to solve the problem with organization of
excursions for the teenagers. The Russian Duma has accepted the Law
allowing to the pupils of higher classes to visit objects of an atomic energy
use only at the end of 1996. About two years was required to acquaint with
this law all bureaucrats, which prohibited such excursions.

But now we regularly arrange children's excursions too. In completion
of excursions both for the teenagers, and for adults we appeal for the visitors
to tell about their visit to "Radom, as it is possible for a lot of the people.

We also conduct the necessary work with the representatives of
administration of Sergiev Posad region. Because the best way not to quarrel
is to be friends. And it is already possible to speak about friendship with the
authorities of region.

Thus, we can mark out some social groups in our region, with which we
conduct a constant work, we use direct and indirect contacts:
administration, representatives of emergency service, journalists of regional
Mass Media, representatives of public organizations, population.

And we try to conduct a frank talk with all and with each, to deliver the
truthful information on the activity of "Radon". Our society becomes more
and more transparent from the informational point of view. There are pluses
and minuses in that. But it is better, than the totalitarian rules of the Soviet
times. And by these new rules we study to play now.
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